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About This Game

Headcrab Frenzy is a free dynamic action Half-Life mod which allows you to quench a desire to destroy these little bouncy
critters to your heart's content, hold records, ge 5d3b920ae0
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Clicker Heroes combined with a shooter :). Actually it's really good game. for the first 30 minutes.. This game was just. woah. I
was not expecting this game to be what it is. First, the game uses it's own launcher, so I don't appear to be playing Half-Life like
so many other mods. Second, ACHIEVEMENTS! I love achievments, because it adds a level of official-ness to the game. But
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lastly, the thing that really stands out is it's usage of GoldSrc, the engine used in the original Half-Life. The usage of this
engine's capabilities, and the level of detail, made me confused as to if it was GoldSrc or Source. Not many game engines can do
this, especially one developed in '98. If you have played Half-Life, you need to play this. Now. Click the button above and
download it. 10/10 P.S. Did I say to play it now? Oh, right. I didn't.. Its what youve always wanted. gt;Out of 10 >Story=4
>Controls=3 >Graphics=3 >Playability=4 >Optimization=3 >Maps/Atmosphere=6 >Developers/Company=5 >TOTAL Point=
4.0 >Personel Note= cool mod. Great little stress reliever as you smash your crowbar constantly into 100's of headcrabs.. I like
the different kinds of head crabs, with the different attacks and such, but what really annoys me is, that you only have a
Crowbar, not a Pistol or whatever, I know it ups the difficulty, but it can get annoying pretty quick. But other than that it's a very
nice mod.. Lots of headcrabs and lots of fun.. question can you possiably make a addon for gmod 13 that adds these headcrabs?
onto the acutal review i have no idea whats going but install this its fun. I saw the Celestia Cutie Mark on map HCFFACTORY!
Are you Brony?
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